
12 Scientific Reasoning

Christian Wüthrich Summer Session II 2013

Class schedule: MW 2pm-4:50pm, PCYNH 120
Sections: A01: MW 11-11:50am, CENTR 218

A02: MW 12-12:50pm, CENTR 218
Website: http://philosophy.ucsd.edu/faculty/wuthrich/teaching.html
Contact: Office hours are MTu 1-1:50pm, usually at Espresso Roma, Price Center

Room 8047 HSS T 858-534-6548 B wuthrich@ucsd.edu
TA: Nate Rockwood (Office hours: MW 1-2pm)

Room 8056 HSS B nrockwood@ucsd.edu

This class offers a systematic introduction into the principles of reasoning and decision mak-
ing. The importance of understanding these human activities can easily been seen in cases
where we don’t apply these principles in the best manner. One of the contexts in which
humans have most systematically and most successfully developed their capacities for good
reasoning is scientific inquiry. This is where we will turn for guidance. Hence, we will try to
understand how science works and how reliable its results are.

Some of the questions we will address are the following:

1. What are the principles of good reasoning in science?

2. Can we ever be absolutely certain of the truth or falsity of a scientific hypothesis? Of
a hypothesis not from science?

3. How objective is observation? How can we avoid making mistakes in perception?

4. What are the kind of things we might learn from systematic observation? And what
not?

5. What can we infer from discovering correlations between variables? How can we avoid
being misled by illusory correlations?

6. What does it take to establish a causal relationship?

The participants in this course are expected to actively engage in the kinds of reasoning and
decision making that scientists use in testing hypotheses. Much of the active engagement will
be through online exercises and demonstrations. Our goal will be to understand the logical
and statistical principles by which scientific claims are formulated and evaluated. We will
attempt to develop a critical appreciation for the methods by which knowledge is acquired
in science. You should leave this course with an improved ability to distinguish good from
bad reasoning and decision making in science and in everyday life.

Prerequisites: None.
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Course materials

All course materials can be found on the inquiry web site at http://inquiry.ucsd.edu,
developed by Bill Bechtel, Adele Abrahamsen, Carl Craver, and Peter Bradley. Login di-
rection and initial login codes are included in the course reader, which is available at the
Price Center bookstore. The modules found on the website include text, demonstrations,
and interactive exercises, of which only the text is included in the course reader. Some mod-
ules have questions to answer at the end. You must complete the interactive exercises and
answer the online questions in order to pass the class. All activity on the site is recorded
and logged, including answers to question sets attached to the modules. Completion of the
online exercises is a requirement of the course.

You will also need to purchase an i>clicker, the student response system used in this class.
These ‘clickers’ are available at the Price Center bookstore and cost $46.75 (new) or $35.10
(used). Make sure to get an i>clicker and not a different system such as H-ITT or PRS.
In order to receive credit, students must register their clickers at the i>clickers website at
http://www1.iclicker.com/register-student-remote within the first week of class. For
more information, visit http://acms.ucsd.edu/faculty/clickers/.

Course requirements and evaluation

For each module, students are expected to complete the module and any questions attached
to it before attending the class for which it is assigned. Attendance in class and sections
is required. Since every class will contain some material not found in the readings, it is
nearly impossible to do well in this course if one’s attendance is anything short of regular.
The final grade for this course will be determined by the total points a student earns from
the five types of evaluation indicated below. I grade to the curve. That means that the
top 25-30% of the students in this class (including all who take it for a letter grade or a
P/NP, but not including the withdrawals W) will get a grade in the A range (A+, A, A-),
the next 25-35% a grade in the B range (B+, B, B-), the next 25-30% a grade in the C
range (C+, C, C-), and the remaining 5-25% a D or an F. This is the minimum I guarantee;
if the class has worked very well and no one deserves a D or an F, I will adjust the curve
upwards, accordingly. Thus, what matters is not the absolute number of your scores, but
your performance relative to everybody else in the class.

1. Participation (15 points): your ‘clicker’ score will be based on in-class questions scored
using the student response system. During each class (except the first), I will ask you
to ‘buzz in’ and the system will automatically record your responses, and then transmit
it to me. Perhaps twice or so during classes, I will put up a short quiz or poll for you
to answer. Your clicker score will be the percentage of points earned divided by the
maximum possible. Important: you must have your clicker every class period
to get these points—no exceptions.

2. Midterm exam (25 points): there will be a midterm exam in class on 19 August 2013.
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3. Final exam (35 points): there will be a final exam on Friday, 6 September 2013,
3:00-5:59pm. The final exam is cumulative, i.e. it covers all the material of the entire
course.

4. Short papers (20 points): two short paper assignments of 1 to 2 pages will be given.

5. Interactive exercises (10 points): you can earn these points by completing the web-
based exercises and questions in a timely manner.

As you see, you can obtain a maximum of 105 points. Since a point corresponds to a
percentage point, you will be able to get five ‘extra’ percentage points.

The short papers must be submitted through http://www.turnitin.com by the due date
in order to earn credit. You must enroll at http://www.turnitin.com by creating a new
profile. You will need the following course information:

Class ID: 6419399
Enrollment Password: phil12su2013

Note the difference between lower case ‘l’ and the numeral ‘1’. If you have any problems
with using http://www.turnitin.com, you can contact the Instructional Web Development
Center of Academic Computing Services at 858-822-3315 or iwdc@ucsd.edu.

The fine print

Students agree that by taking this course all required papers will be subject to submission for textual
similarity review to Turnitin.com for the detection of plagiarism. All submitted papers will be in-
cluded as source documents in the Turnitin.com reference database solely for the purpose of detecting
plagiarism of such papers. Use of the Turnitin.com service is subject to the terms of use agreement
posted on the Turnitin.com site.

You must observe the University’s Policy on Integrity of Scholarship, which can be found at http:
//students.ucsd.edu/academics/academic-integrity/policy.html.

Make-up exams (for midterm and final) or extended deadlines (for the papers) will only be given
under the most severe circumstances. The student who wishes to write a make-up exam or needs an
extension must inform me (by phone or email) ahead of the time of when the paper is due or the
exam takes place. In order to qualify for a make-up exam or an extension, appropriate evidence of
the most severe circumstances must be produced by the student. I will determine, in consultation
with the student, what qualifies as appropriate evidence.
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Tentative schedule of classes and web assignments

You should complete module readings, including any attached questions, before the assigned
class. PDFs of presentation slides are available online. These are slightly revised slides that
were originally authored by Bill Bechtel.

Date Topic Web site modules

5 Aug Introduction: web site and
clickers
Elements of science Invitation to scientific reasoning

Statements: the atoms of reasoning
Justification and arguments

7 Aug Valid arguments Some basic valid argument forms
Confirmation, falsification, Evidential relations
and fallibility The fallible character of human knowledge

12 Aug Observation and categories Observation and learning to see
Categorizing phenomena Categories and taxonomies

14 Aug Observational research Observational research
Distributions and samples Variables and measurement

19 Aug Midterm exam in class
Predicting relationships Predicting relations between variables
between variables

21 Aug Predicting from correlations When variables are correlated
Differences between means When variables are not correlated

When groups differ
26 Aug Correlation and causation Correlational studies as tests of causal claims

Correlational vs. experimental research
Causal explanation Causal explanation
First short paper due

28 Aug Reasoning about and Reasoning about causation
graphing causes Causal reasoning with directed graphs
Causality and experiments Testing causal claims experimentally

2 Sep Causation when experiments When randomized experiments are not possible
are not possible
Mechanism and mechanistic Entities and activities organized to produce a phenomenon
explanation
Second short paper due

4 Sep Levels of organization Levels of organization within mechanisms
Describing and portraying mechanisms

Discovering and modeling Experimenting on mechanisms
mechanisms Denying phenomena when mechanisms cannot be conceived

6 Sep Final exam, 3:00-5:59pm
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